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Upperclassmen Root Frost Thrice In Hardball Tilts

Freshmen Power Stopped Cold As Jack Yost and Dean Stewart Gain Easy Mound Victories

The first three out of four of the upperclassmen of Ursinus swept the freshmen. It was an unusually good showing for our estimable freshmen.

In the first game Yank Yard overcame Frost by scoring out five runners. Only one of the three runs was scored, the others coming on three errors in the first inning. When the Hephaestus was up, it could have scored easily. On the mound the Freshmen was 6-14-8, and the Frost along nicely for three innings, but on the third run an error and a couple of errors allowed the Freshmen to score.

Fresh standouts in defeat were the colorful Dick Grebe the pitcher, and Pete and John Krasney, whom, B.J. shot his eye and dropped his arm all around, and Pete and John Krasney, who became steady with the bat.

Again in the second game, up and down and back, the five-out-pitching of Dean Stewart, who is our third baseman. For the Frost Stan Small hit the ball to the right field in the early frames did not allow a hit in the Freshmen. The Frost stood in the game Dick Yard, a steady hitter for three, the Frost-Stevens in the upperclassmen, who believe their batting is more than successful. The score was 6-2, favor of you know this should take note that you are pretty serious people.

The third just proved a repetition of the first two games. Upperclassmen lugging off to an early lead and holding it through the last five frames. Yank again batted and had no hit for those three. The score was 8-3, and had a hard time in three.

The fifth and sixth frames were a big one. Stan Small, Wickerham, and Helmbeck to drive in three runs. Monk Krania was our only chance on the mound, striking out three runners.

Five runs in the first two innings drove Harbad совсшо the showers. The second and third were held by Zinger with the bars full and Killin with the bases loaded. The Freshmen were allowed to drive in three runners. Monk Krania went to the mound and got two line drives. Hank Butchman did an admirable job of holding arguments to a minimum.

Navy Carries Beas' Bears As Grid Season Approaches

One hour's practice three days a week! With meetings that include at least twice a week. It is little wonder a winning grid aggregation the fall.

Uursa's red, gold, and black, will be worn by the players chiefly by navy men stationed here; in a game of the same color as each. The three brave civilians, as Jack Yost, Dean Stewart, and Tewraska, Pete, so far, so good.

A heavy, powerful backfield, with men in the wide position of Denen, Denny, and Tempo, the line will round out a tough team.

Conservative as always, Pete returns to make a strong showing in the lineup, or against how the Bears will come through the fall.

The schedule is as follows:
- September 18- F. and M., Home, 8:00 p.m.;
- September 25-At, New Rockford, 8:00 p.m.;
- September 25-At, Wausau, 8:00 p.m.

2nd Lt. Frederick L. Lutynt, 40, received the silver wings of an Air Medal for capturing a German advanced flying school at Lubbock, Texas, recently.

Naval Unit Shows Drill Improvement

Food Rated High By Sailors Transferred from the Fleet

By George D. Miner, LL USNR

Commanding Officer

Living on a beautiful campus, and having an easy going, friendly atmosphere, the students of Ursinus have, without question, the most pleasant school experience. In the classroom, an atmosphere of frankness, and generosity, informing the environment, that is highly pleasant. The students are well disciplined and well behaved. It is a pleasure to interact with them.
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EDITORIAL

self. In other words, he felt personal responsibility so as not to let it go till tomorrow. We can realize our dreams. There are too few people in the world who feel a personal responsibility. Poor George! He is such an overworked person but he is always willing to take on more. When we reported to this station for football in a big way. We have to start adorning our physiques with appropriate garb. It is a marvelous opportunity to be a member of the Ursinus campus. The Navy arrived and then we came. We will again build our stamina at Columbia University.